
Large organizations rely on many systems to help them serve 
customers effectively. But ironically, the greater the number of 
systems, the tougher it can be to deliver a pleasant customer 
experience across all touch points.

For Epson America, part of the $10 billion electronics giant 
Seiko Epson, that number was 15 — 15 different silos of data 
across the organization. Customer information came in from 
interaction points such as the online store, rebates, product 
registration and customer support.

With potentially so many different views of one customer, 
Epson was challenged to turn any new customer information 
into actionable data. And without a clear picture to target 
customers, the company struggled with low response rates 
and duplicate mailings. 

Plus, it could take weeks to pull together the disparate data 
needed for a marketing campaign, and afterward it was 
impossible to measure results across channels.

“We had to get a handle on our data to drive a consistent  
end-customer experience to support our brand positioning,” 
said Chris Nickel, senior manager of CRM and direct  
response marketing at Epson.

Bridging ‘islands’ of data
Today, Epson has achieved that single view of the customer. 
The company now links its many data silos thanks to a 
centralized customer data warehouse. 

With the help of Acxiom, Epson implemented its data 
warehouse and built bridges between its many islands of 
data. Beyond unifying its global data, the company also now 
enhances customer profiles with insights and analytics that 
enable much more focused targeting.

“We’ve had a lot of big objectives, and throughout it all, our 
relationship with Acxiom has deepened,” Nickel said. “With 
each new opportunity, Acxiom gets ingrained in what we’re 
doing and brings the knowledge and innovation to accomplish 
it successfully. They understand our business and are a 
partner in our growth.”

Electronics Giant Epson Increases 
Lifetime Value of Customers
How a single customer view changes the conversation
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Key objectives
• Audience segmentation
• Customer acquisition
• Cross-sell/Up-sell
• Customer loyalty

Solution
Acxiom helped Epson consolidate data from 15 sources 
into one data warehouse, recognize customers globally, 
create clean customer records and run analytics to 
target more intelligently. Epson now has actionable data, 
enabling consistent customer communication. 

Results
• In just 90 days, the company reduced the size of its 

database by 60 percent.
• Epson increased email click-to-open in one vertical by 

100 percent and revenue per email by 800 percent for 
one campaign.

• Across all campaigns, revenue per email is well above 
plan, exceeding more than 62 percent year over year.  

• Marketing reduced the time to prepare queries for 
campaigns from days or weeks to less than an hour.

Nickel likewise appreciates that Acxiom meshes with the 
company’s in-house team and other third-party providers, 
plugging in flexibly where needed.

A leaner, cleaner database
The newly created data warehouse links the 15 data sources 
and is designed with the flexibility and scalability to meet the 
company’s evolving infrastructure and marketing strategy. 

Acxiom utilized its proprietary recognition technology, 
AbiliTec®, and additional match criteria to locate duplicate 
customer records, recognize the customer’s most current and 
accurate name and contact information, and then merge data 
into one record for each customer. 
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In just 90 days, Epson reduced the size of its database 
by more than half. A leaner, cleaner database means the 
company no longer wastes marketing dollars with duplicate 
communications to customers and reduces the misfires  
related to basing its targeting and segmentation on  
inaccurate information.

Through its ongoing partnership with Acxiom, Epson 
continuously enriches customer records with demographic and 
lifestyle elements from Acxiom’s InfoBase® data, rounding out 
the profile of each customer. Acxiom enables recognition of 
existing customers within data from Firmagraphic to facilitate 
modeling and targeting for business customers. 

Epson understands deeper dimensions of customers, taking 
into consideration factors such as income, occupation, marital 
status, presence of children, interests and electronics usage. 
Adding Epson’s transactional data from its online store, email, 
website and product registrations brings even more depth to 
each customer record.

On a foundation of standardized, enriched data, an Epson 
partner runs models to recognize segments of the database 
that fit certain desired criteria. To close the loop, marketers 
consult dashboards to understand promotion response rates 
across the business.

All this supports Epson in advancing its data-driven marketing 
strategies and capabilities across channels on a global basis.

‘Stop spending on what doesn’t work’
Epson now has a platform to understand buying behaviors, 
needs and interests, and automate outbound communication. 
Epson leverages geographic, behavioral and lifestyle data, 
along with business data from Firmagraphic, for targeting 
to support its active promotional calendar. Additionally, the 
company recognizes customers as they interface with the 
company in different ways and can deliver a consistent 
customer experience across touch points to optimize 
marketing results.

That knowledge changes customer communication in multiple 
ways. For example, Epson has data on 9 million customers 
who have downloaded drivers for printers. Before, the 
company had very little insight into those customers to use 
for intelligent marketing. Now email validation and record 
enhancement make that data actionable.

“We not only know what devices a customer owns, but we 
know that the customer is a business user,” Nickel said. “We 
have attributes that enable cross-channel communication and 
can project their lifetime value.”

For the first time, Epson recognized the percentage of 
customers that are businesses versus consumers, which 
completely changes the way the company communicates with 
them. Unifying data also crosses country borders. Before, one 
customer would have been seen as two different customers 
in Canada and the United States, whereas now that’s one 
customer known to do business in two places.

With the new platform, Epson went from a largely manual 
process of pulling data and preparing for campaigns to one 
that is automated – supporting the company’s high-volume 
campaign calendar. The primary campaign management 
leader at Epson pulls together a target list, and the campaign 
is automatically sent to vendors to execute it. After campaigns, 
marketing teams have a view into historical promotional 
response data across channels to understand how a 
promotion impacted sales.

“Not only did a customer open or forward this email, but he 
went to the website and purchased,” Nickel said. “That data 
is there. That means we can stop spending money on what 
doesn’t work.”

Revenue per email up 62 percent
The centralized database, customer recognition and analytics 
have been a powerful combination in Epson’s efforts to 
communicate with customers and prospects more intelligently. 
A “One Epson” view of the customer drives greater loyalty and 
sales, and reduces costs:

Higher response rates
•	 With targeting, Epson increased email click-to-open (CTO) 

in one vertical by 100 percent and revenue per email (RPE) 
by 800 percent for one campaign.

Increased sales
•	 Revenue per email across all campaigns is well above plan 

at an increase of more than 62 percent year over year.



Reduced campaign costs
•	 Epson reduced the size of its database by 60 percent by  

de-duplicating and consolidating data, significantly cutting  
its marketing cost.

Faster time to market
•	 Marketing cut the time to prepare queries for campaigns 

from days or weeks to less than an hour — so campaigns 
go out weeks sooner.

Increased team productivity
•	 Acxiom significantly reduced the complexity of SQL queries, 

reducing the time to prepare for new campaigns or report  
on campaign performance.

•	 The company’s database specialist more than doubled  
her productivity.

•	 The Epson-Acxiom relationship leverages both companies’ 
expertise to reduce the need for Acxiom technical support.

Enhanced customer experience
•	 The company delivers more relevant offers and 

communications than before, contributing to a better 
customer experience.

“We’re delivering a consistent end-customer experience 
throughout the lifecycle, from initial research to product 
support, helping us increase the lifetime value of our 
customers,” Nickel said.

TECHNOLOGY SNAPSHOT

Database:  
Oracle database hosted by Acxiom

Data:  
Acxiom InfoBase®

Customer recognition:  
Acxiom AbiliTec®

Dashboards: 
•	Pro Imaging Direct Mail reporting 
•	Brighter Futures Direct Mail Reporting
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Want to know more? 
To find out how Acxiom can help  
your business, visit acxiom.com  
or call us at 888.3acxiom.


